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tude of the Calendars" (an odd term) "would 
render them almost useless, but for their com
plete indices and introductory historical mat
ter" (i., 9). The truth is, Mr. Aubrey's learn
ing is chiefly second-hand; and his mental at
titude is like that of scores of his' predeces
sors. A history of the People he does not 
give us: he gives us only a crowd of discon
nected facts and observations, put together 
in chapters by themselves a t the end of each 
section of political history, in the good old 
semi-enlightened fashion. Take two sufficient 
instances. England in the Middle Ages was 
an agricultural country; from the point of 
view of social evolution, therefore, the one 
all-important subject of mediaeval history is 
the condition of the peasants. Mr. Aubrey re
turns to it again and again for a few sen
tences, but the most intelligent reader might 
be defied to construct out of them a clear pic
ture of the situation—for the simple reason 
that Mr. Aubrey has no clear understanding 
of it himself. He may have turned over the 
pages, he cannot have given any sustained 
thought even to the books he parades in his 
Bibliographical List. Vinogradoff would have 
saved him from repeating the old fiction about 
villeins regardant and in gross (i., 168)—a 
small matter, but significant. 

England, again, is " t h e classic land" of 
' ' the great industry." "The Industrial Revo• 
lution" has profoundly affected the lives of 
tens of millions of Englishmen. Will it be be
lieved that to the inventions in the textile in
dustries and their effects Mr. Aubrey devotes 
in all some forty-four lines (iii., 246, 392), about 
as many as are given to George III. 's lunacy 
(iii., 243); fewer and far less impressive than 
those on " the progress of invention" in Mr. 
S. B. Gardiner's book, which professes only to 
supply the wants of schoolboys ('Student's 
History,' 814-818)? The point need not be la-
bored. In dealing with political history Mr. 
Aubrey does avoid unnecessary detail; names 
and dates are mercifully few. But he has not 
really risen above the political point of view, 
and his work is essentially conventional. 

The Cell in Development and Inheritance. 
By Edmund B. Wilson. Macmiljan. 8vo, 
pp. xvi, 371. 1896. 

THIS volume is one of the very best scientific 
manuals published in America, and is sure of 
a rapid recognition and generous welcome, 
not in this country alone, but in Europe also. 
Its importance depends first upon the subject, 
and second upon the author's presentation. 
The subject is of course as old as the cell, 
theory itself, but the observations upon which 
our present views are based have been made 
almost wholly within the last twenty years, 
and most of them within the last ten years. 
These observations have brought a whole 
series of new conceptions before the scientific 
world—conceptions which bear upon the fun. 
damental questions of biology, and are equal
ly significant to zoologists, botanists, and phi
losophers. We are confronted with new 
theories of generation, of sexuality, of here
dity, of growth, and of the chemistry of 
living matter, and allcreated out of a wealth 
of new discoveries unparalleled in any other 
domain of biology. As a rule, zoologists and 
botanists pursue their independent ways; but 
in the domiin of cell phenomena they have 
worked during the last dozen years in true 
collaboration, earning thus great rewards.' 

Treatises on the cell as the unit of vitaj phe
nomena have been recently published in Ger
man by, Oskar Hertwig, and in French by Hen-

neguy, both authorities of the highest rank, 
who have won reputation by these works. 
These have a strong impress of their respec
tive authors. That which marks Wilson's 
book is precisely the absence of the personal 
element. He gives, not special arguments in 
favor of his own views, or fuller presentations 
of his own researches, which have been im
portant, but a well-proportioned and balanced 
summary, in which his own work is measured 
fairly with that of others. This mental im
partiality has bestowed a special value upon 
the author's digest of the hundreds of investi
gations he has epitomized, and is displayed 
again in the very large number of exact cita
tions which he gives. For these citations he 
has adopted the system of Mark and Minpt, 
which is simple, • concise, and precise, and 
mars the text very slightly. The list of au
thorities is imposing, for it covers thirteen 
closely printed pages, although it includes 
only the titles of works actually referred to 
in the text. A noteworthy characteristic of 
the book is its thoroughness. Prof. Wilson 
shows an extensive personal familiarity not 
only with the phenomena which he discusses, 
but also with the observations and opinions of ~ 
numeraus other investigators. 

As regards the forms of presentation and 
the style, the author excels. His treatise is 
of course not addressed to the general reader, 
but to persons having at least some knowledge 
of cells. To such readers the chapters will be 
clear, interesting, and instructive. The new 
technical terms, which are unfortunately 
rather numerous, are explained as they first 
occur, and are also gathered in a glossary at 
the end of the volume. The definitions in the 
glossary are almost uniformly admirable. 

The subject-matter is divided into an intro
duction and nine chapters, as follows: i.. Ge
neral Sketch of the Cell; ii.. Cell-Division ; 
iii.. Germ Cells; iv.. Fertilization of the Ovum; 
v.. Reduction of the Chromosomes, Oogenesis, 
and Spermatogenesis; vi., Some Problems of 
Cell-Organization; vii.. Some Aspects of Cell-
Chemistry and Cell-Physiology; viii., Cell-
Division and Development; ix.. Theories of 
Inheritance and Development. Each of these 
topics is well analyzed, and the often con
flicting views are adequately given. I t is here 
that Prof. Wilson's good temper and sound 
judgment'reveal themselves advantageously. 
In such a book it is important to express the 
author's estimate of the value of diverging 
opinions, to assist the reader to decide which 
view is at the time most plausible, or, when 
this is impossible, at least clearly to state that 
the evidence is insufficient. I t will be found 
that Prof. Wilson has met these demands with 
conspicuous conscientiousness and yet tem
perately. 

The defects which we have found relate to 
minor points. Thus, Weismann is erroneously 
quoted as one of the founders of the view that 
the nucleus is the organ of heredity (p. 5); 
Purkinje and Oken should be cited in connec
tion with the history of the cell doctrine; the 
quantitative relations of the protoplasm to the 
nucleus should be noticed. It is, however, 
better to leave such petty criticisms, for it is a 
truer service to the reader to emphasize the 
very great merits of a work which does the 
highest credit to American science. The me
chanical appearance of the volume is good. 
The typography is clear and the illustrations, 
which are numerous, are well printed and 
they have been well chosen. A large propor
tion are original. A double index (of authors 
cited and of subjects), prepared with much 
care, facilitates looking up any special point. 

The volume is the fourth of the Columbia 
University Biological Series, and will cer
tainly go far towards sustaining and increas
ing the reputation of Columbia as one of the 
three or four best University centres for bio
logical research in America. In conclusion, 
we may say that students and investigators of 
biology, in whatever department they may be 
working, ought to be familiar with this im
portant work. 

John Wellborn Root: A Study of his Life and 
Work. By Harriet Monroe. Boston: Hough
ton, Mifflin & Co. 1896. 

T H I S square octavo volume of 290 pages is de
voted to the life of an architect of most inte
resting personality, who had much to do with 
the furnishing of the great West with Con
siderable buildings. There is no doubt of the 
originality of conception and vigor of design 
which Root showed in his work. He was one 
of the few who designed as a trained instinct 
bids them in view of the requirements of a 
structure, and the plan which those require
ments have brought into being. Yet it can 
hardly be said that anything portrayed in 
these pages is likely to be considered a monu-
ment of architecture such as the world will 
desire to preserve. 

The chapter which deals with Root's ideas 
of modern architecture contains many of the 
architect's own sayings, extracts from papers, 
and the like, which are full of sound sense. In 
one of these extracts he says plainly that 
whenever in the world there has been " a 
period or style of architecture worth preserv
ing, its inner spirit was so closely fitted to the 
age wherein i t flourished tha t the style could 
not be fully preserved, either by people whor 
immediately succeeded it, or by us after many 
years." This cogent sentence he elucidates by 
very intelligible and very persuasive exam
ples. Had it been possible for a large sense 
of propriety to embody itself at once in ar
chitectural results. Root would have been the 
man to bring about such a change in our 
architecture as the times required. Indeed, he 
was in a very large sense that which the West 
needed most, namely, the man who would 
persuade intending builders to give up gal
vanized iron cornices and jig-saw ornament, 
as the author of this book says, and to de
mand of them sounder and more serious 
methods of building. 

The succeeding chapter is devoted, to Root's 
work and its results, and in these two chap
ters lies the value of the book for other read
ers than those who were his friends and asso
ciates. The rest of the volume is an interest
ing biography of a man who lived a simple 
and straightforward life of work and thought, 
but it is of no special value as illustrating the 
surroundings of the man, either in his boy
hood in the South or in his manhood spent 
in the West. The appendix, written by Mr. 
Henry Van Brunt, serves at once as a friendly 
and cordial criticism of the book and an obitu
ary notice of its subject. Mr. Van Brunt re
fers to a list, which he has by hitn, of the 
work done by the firm of Burnham & Root, 
and sums it up. This final statement is of a 
certainly surprising number of important 
buildings: "forty.four structures of a public 
character, such as office - buildings, hotels, 
churches, apartinent-buildings, schools, rail
way stations, etc., in Chicago; twenty-five of 
the same classes elsewhere; eight buildings to 
cost from $400,000 to $1,000,000 each, in course 
of erection, and one hundred and twenty resi
dences of the first class." Assuredly this is a 
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remarkable record for eigbteen years, and it 
is probably true, as Mr. Van Brunt asserts, 
that "there are fewer indications in this se
ries of the forcing cf structure into arobsBJ-
logieal or academic moulds than can be found 
in any modern European examples of corre
sponding buildings " The question which re
mains unanswered, and which the future only 
can answer, is how far this'serious effort will 
be crowned with the success which it naerits. 
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